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reversal of previous conceptions, achieving 92
significance of 89
UN Convention against Corruption, and 95

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 113–14
Arctic, and 359–60
improving environmental performance/review of 122, 127
monitoring mechanisms 126–7
national contact points, role of 126–8
lack of specification on breaches/recommendations 127–8
principles for functional equivalence of 127

standards based on environmental law 121–2
illegal logging 167
natural resources, definition of 496
oil and gas 243–60
Arctic, in 359–60, 362
global energy cost 244–5
demand, increase in 243
global energy mix 244
modern economy built on petroleum products 243
petroleum products, issues arising from increase in demand for 244
shale oil fields 245
international petroleum agreements, standardization of 253–4
model contracts 243–4
international petroleum industry standards 254–5
direct influence of international standards 255
‘good oil field practices’ 255
increasing reliance on international standards 255
‘international petroleum law’ and lex petrolea 256–9
customary rules valid for oil industry, discussion of 256–7
internationalization of national petroleum regimes 257–9
public international law and upstream petroleum activities 243–9
Energy Charter Treaty 246
general international law principles 246–7
investment protection/investor disputes 248–9
joint development zones 247–8
national boundaries/boundary disputes 247
nuclear energy 246
pace of internationalization varied for different energy sources 246
permanent sovereignty over natural resources 246–7
upstream petroleum activities at national level, regulation of 249–52
granting instruments or host government contracts 251
national constitutions and laws 249–50
production-sharing contracts 251
service contracts 251
specific petroleum or hydrocarbon laws 250–51
OPEC restrictions on oil 51
outer space 8
mining in 341–2
Outer Space Treaty 341–2
ozone depletion 6, 478–9, 488–9
see also climate change

Paris Agreement
adoption 266
climate governance following 2020 266–8
developed and developing countries, differentiation between 266
increased international cooperation 267–8
nationally determined contributions 266–7
objectives 266
see also climate change
Permanent Court of Arbitration, law-making by 462
pollution
air pollution 336
fisheries, reduction/control of pollution in 183
mining 330, 336
potential pollution from tailings dams or ponds 329
precautionary approach
CBD 290
deep seabed mining 408–9
FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries 378
sustainable use resource management 18
UN Fish Stocks Agreement 190, 191, 374–5
prevention, duty/principle of 16–17
due diligence 16, 17
non-absolute nature of obligation 17
no harm rule, and 16
obligation on States to protect own environment 17
racial discrimination 75–6
influence on enjoyment of natural resources 75–6
obligation on States to refrain from discriminatory measures 75
obligation on States to take positive steps 75–6
right to be free from 75
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance 151–2
biofuels 293
conservation and wise use of wetlands 318–20
ecological objectives of international water law, and 317–20
forests 158
mining operations 337
substantive obligations on States parties 318–19
wildlife 203
REDD+
ecological integrity 174
finance 172–4
forest-dependent peoples’ rights 175–6
governance 174–5
key design elements and safeguards 172–6
objectives of 172
regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs) 192
biodiversity, protective measures for 387
UN Fish Stocks Agreement 375–7
avoidance of compliance with RFMO system 376–7
functions of RFMOs 376
role of RFMOs 374–7
regional intergovernmental organizations, law-making by 470–71
renewable energy 261–80
EU energy security strategy 275–9
commitment to renewable energy 275, 276
national support schemes 278–9
natural gas disputes, effects of 275–6
new 2030 regime 277–8
success of renewables targets 276–7
governance of renewable energy
development governance, renewable energy as component of 271–3
major challenge for international law, as 261
organizations in governance of renewables 268–71
subset of underdeveloped energy governance 261–2
high-level political steering on renewable energy governance 261–2
international energy organizations and multi-stakeholder partnerships 268–71
International Energy Agency 268–9
International Renewable Energy Agency 269
multi-stakeholder partnerships 269–71
reasons why renewables should be encouraged 276
renewable energy as component of development governance 271–3
development banks providing support for renewable 272–3
financing for renewable energy projects 272
sustainable development goals, adoption of 271–2
sustainable sources of 261
UNFCCC, and 263–8, 287–8
common but differentiated responsibilities 263–4
Kyoto Protocol 264–5
objectives of 262
Paris Agreement: climate governance following 2020 266–8
support of renewables through mechanisms and programs 265
UNFCCC promoting renewable energy to reduce GHG emissions 263
unmet energy demand in developing countries 261
world trade law, and 274–5
Renewable Energy Policy Network for the Twenty-First Century (REN21) 270
Rio Conference on Environment and Development (1992) 6, 12, 18, 222
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 115, 465
citizens’ participation in environmental decisions/access to information 82
common but differentiated responsibilities 70
internalizing environmental costs through economic instruments 121
mining operations 347
UNFCCC building on 262
Rio+20 Conference 453
SCM Agreement 48
controlling international subsidies, principal instrument for 382
environmentally motivated subsidies actionable 382
high seas fisheries, and 382–3
limited effectiveness of WTO controls on subsidies 383
natural resources disputes 63–4
seabed/Area see international seabed/Area
self-determination
human rights
land 143
‘right to development’ 71
sovereignty over natural resources, and 69–71
ICCPR 69
ICESCR 69
indigenous peoples 161–2
right to 143
shared natural resources
duties of transboundary cooperation 10
equitable and reasonable use as central customary law principle 11
joint management regimes 10, 11
meaning of ‘shared resources’, controversy over 10
sovereignty, and 10–11
SIDS Lighthouses Initiative 270–71
soft law
nature of 152
land, VGGT, and 152–4
sovereignty
constraints on see environmental standards and sovereignty constraints
duty not to cause damage to other states’ environments 15–16
duty to respect territorial integrity of other states 15
exclusive jurisdiction 3, 14
human rights, and 70–71, 72
interdependencies and challenges to sovereignty 8–14
common environmental concerns and sovereignty 11–14
common property and common heritage 8–10
shared resources and sovereignty 10–11
natural resources, over see national sovereignty over natural resources
‘no harm’ rule 15–16
permanent sovereignty, principle of human rights, and 70–71
importance of 3
legal paradigm for fair and equitable sharing of benefits, as 71
‘right to development’ 71
prevention, duty/principle of 16–17
renewed conception of 4
right to development 3
sovereign equality, central principle of 15
territorial control and ownership as essential attributes of 3
Index 547

water
absolute territorial integrity 309
absolute territorial sovereignty 308–9
limited territorial sovereignty 310–11
wealth redistribution 3
Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment (1972) 4, 449
Stockholm Declaration 4, 449
environmental responsibility of business 121
mining operations 347
sovereign rights of States, limited 479
sustainable development
commonality of interest, and 17–18
duty of cooperation, and 13
economic development, promoting 6
environmental law organised around 6
equitable and reasonable use, principle of 11
meaning of 6
paradigm shift towards 12
permanent sovereignty, and 7, 18
limitation on State sovereignty, as 18
private sector role in global efforts towards 114
resource management, and 17–18
Security Council/international law in conflict prevention, potential role of 105–6
shared resources see shared natural resources
Sustainable Development Goals 164, 450
adoption of 271–2
global environmental governance, and 493–4
nature of 272
renewable energy, and 271–2
Sustainable Energy 4 All (SE4All) Initiative 270, 272
sustainable use
basis for managing living resources 18
biodiversity, sustainable use of 19
biofuels
adequate policy frameworks for sustainable production 291–2
compliance with sustainability criteria to achieve competitiveness 295
discriminatory impacts of sustainability criteria 296–8
sustainability of biofuels, ensuring 299–300
sustainable production and use 289–90, 291–2
commonality of interest 17–18
customary international law 22
customary sustainable use 207–9
duty of cooperation, and 19
global regulatory regimes, and 19–20
indigenous peoples see under indigenous peoples
international environmental standard, as 18
landscapes, sustainable and non-sustainable use of 202
law of the sea/UNCLOS obligations 20
measure for achieving sustainable development, as 18
regional or local regulatory regimes, and 20–1
river systems agreements 21
sovereignty, constraints on, as 17–22
value-oriented and anthropocentric in nature 20, 22
wildlife
customary sustainable use 207–9
sustainable and non-sustainable use of 200
sustainable use of 207–9

Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement (TBT Agreement) 48
discrimination, prohibition of 296
natural resources disputes 61–2
objectives 61
traditional knowledge 81–2, 457
cultural expressions 457
genetic resources 226–7
role in 221
Nagoya Protocol 226–7
recognizing traditional knowledge 225
WIPO draft Articles for protection of 237–8

Transparency International 88
TRIPS 48
disclosure of origin 238
marine genetic resources of areas beyond national jurisdiction 419
tropical forests see forests/tropical forests

UN
human rights and environmental protection, interaction between 84
natural resources and armed conflict 86–7
breaking link between illegal resource exploitation and conflict financing 86
importance of environmental protection 87
transnational corporations, draft code of conduct on 111–13
standards based on environmental law 121–2
UN Commission on International Trade Law 43
UN Conference on Environment and Development 121, 159
UN Conference on the Human Environment role of businesses in protection of environment 121
UN Convention against Corruption 93–7
enforcement and compliance monitoring, nature of 94–5
global coverage 93
impact of corruption on democracy/rule of law, highlighting 95
main areas of focus 93–4
asset recovery 94
prevention 94
members 93
non-mandatory provisions 94
OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, and 95
peer reviewed self-assessments 95
Resolution on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources 158
UN Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context see Espoo Convention
UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 75
UN Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) 149–50, 469
bottom-up, participatory approaches to environmental issues 150
definition of desertification 149, 150
differentiated responsibilities for States parties 150
Global Environment Facility as financial mechanism 150, 457–8
forests 159–60
holistic approach to environmental problems, adopting 149–50
land degradation, focus of 150
land tenure 150
marginalized in environmental diplomacy 151
national action programs 150–51
regional implementation annexes, use of 150
UNFCC see under climate change
UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) see under indigenous peoples
UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization see UNESCO
UN Environment Programme (UNEP) 10
conflicts linked to natural resources 98
fragmentation in environmental governance, addressing 455
law-making 452–6
mandate 452, 455
mercury in mining, use of 340
Montevideo Programme 454–5
nature of 455–6
UN Fish Stocks Agreement
ecosystem approach 190, 374
general principles on which based 374
high seas fisheries, regulatory regime for 374–7
international cooperation, mechanisms for 375
objectives 190
port States’ rights and duties 377
precautionary approach 190, 191, 374–5
RFMOs 375–7
avoidance of compliance with RFMO system 376–7
functions of 376
scope 190–91, 374
UN Forum on Forests (UNFF)
law-making 458–9
Non-Legally Binding Instrument on All Types of Forests 159, 459
UN Framework on Business and Human Rights 116–17, 118–20
corporate accountability 116–17, 123, 124
monitoring mechanisms 125
criticisms of 120
Guiding Principles 116–17, 153
importance of 120
pillars of Protect, Respect, and Remedy, built on 118–19
UN Global Compact 114–16
mining operations 347
monitoring mechanisms 125–6
purpose 115
scope 115–16
standards based on environmental law 121–2
UN Norms on Responsibility of Transnational Corporations 116, 117–18
rejection of 117–18
requirements of 117
UN Security Council
- breaking link between natural resources and violent conflicts 99–105
- certification schemes/Kimberley Process 100, 101
- due diligence mechanisms, incorporating 102–4
- enforcement measures/sanctions regimes 100–101, 104
- environmental dimension of resource-related conflicts 104–5
- expert reports on causes of conflicts 100
- legal basis for role in addressing resource-related conflicts 100
- regulating conduct of companies from outside region 102–4
- structural reforms, promoting 101–2
- targeting of entities and individuals in illegal trade 102
- potential role of Security Council/international law in conflict prevention 105–6
- primary responsibility for maintaining peace and security 99
- resource-conflict nexus and resolutions of Security Council 98–9

UN Watercourses Convention 306, 307
- ecosystems obligations 320
- ensuring adequate supplies of drinking water 323
- Ramsar Convention, and 320
- recourse for adversely affected individuals/communities 321
- States having regard to vital human needs 322–3

UNCLOS
- coastal States
  - EEZ 182
  - innocent passage 184
  - sovereignty of 183, 184
  - EEZ 178
- coastal states, rights of 182
- fisheries management in 184–90
- over-exploitation, preventing 20
- fisheries management
  - coastal States’ areas 183–4
  - EEZ, in 184–90
  - management-oriented approach
    - interrelated with zonal approach 182
- fisheries management in EEZ 184–90
- enforcement and dispute settlement 189–90
- fisheries management parameters 185–6
- maximum sustainable yield (MSY) 185–6
- petroleum deposits relating to offshore boundaries, regulation of 247
- special rules concerning particular categories of fish stocks 188–9
- total allowable catch (TAC) 185, 186
- high seas fisheries, regulatory regime for 372–4
- definition of high seas 372
- exclusive jurisdiction of Flag State 372–3
- MSY, securing 373
- obligation to cooperate 373–4
- see also high seas fisheries

Law of the Sea Tribunal and UNCLOS
- arbitral powers 462–4
- marine genetic resources of areas beyond national jurisdiction 416–18
- pollution, reduction/control of 183
- protection and conservation of marine species/environment 178, 182–3
- regulating rights/obligations in maritime zones 182
- seabed/Area, mining in 341
- sovereignty, constraints on 20
- sustainable use obligations 20
- territorial sea
  - fishing activity 183–4
  - innocent passage, right of 183–4

UNCTAD 43
UNECE Water Convention 306, 307
UNESCO
- law-making 456–7
- World Heritage Convention see World Heritage Convention

Universal Declaration on Human Rights 459
- cultural rights 79
- right to property 141

Voluntary Guidelines on Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests (VGGT) 152–4
- extensive guidance on multiple aspects of land governance 153
- forest-dependent peoples’ rights 161
- high level political support for 152, 154
- land-based investments, guidance on 154
- land redistribution and restitution, guidance on 154
- ‘legitimate tenure rights’ as central pillar of 153–4
- limitations of 154
- non-binding nature of 153, 154
- significance of 154
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water 305–26
fresh water crisis 305
  global water requirements increasing 305
human rights 320–4, 325
biofuels, right to water and 291
individualizing international water law 321–2
international investment disputes on water services, and 325–6
obligations on States to protect freshwater resources 322, 323
right to water 23–4, 320–21, 322–4, 324–6, 505
water as vital human need 322–4
international investment law 324–6
hydropower projects 324–5
international investment disputes on water services, human rights and 325–6
international water law, and 324
international water law 305–8
cooperative arrangements over shared international rivers and lakes 305
equitable and reasonable utilization, principle of 306–7
Helsinki Rules 305–6, 307
international investment law, and 324
key rules 306–7
management of shared waters, duty to cooperate in 306–7
transboundary harm, duty to prevent 306–7
water conventions 306
international water law, evolution of 308–12
absolute territorial integrity 309
absolute territorial sovereignty 308–9
common management 311–12
limited territorial sovereignty 310–11
multilateral environmental agreements 317–20
multilevel water resources governance, towards convergence in 314–17
adoption of rules at different levels of governance 314–15
environmental trusteeship, shift towards 316
new paradigms in transboundary water resources management 312–14
regional cooperation for localized ecological units 316
status under international trade law 50–51
technical rules and procedures 316
whaling 191

Antarctica 435–6
Arctic 355
International Whaling Convention 202, 206
moratorium on 355
wildlife and landscapes 198–217
international legal instruments on use of wildlife and landscapes 203–6
conservation of nature, instruments on 204
conservation of wildlife, instruments on 203
evolution of international instruments 205–6
overview 203–4
international norms addressing use of landscapes 212–16
European Landscape Convention 213–14
other European instruments addressing landscape use 214–16
World Heritage Convention 212–13
international norms addressing use of wildlife 207–12
direct taking 209–11
international trade/CITES 211–12
sustainable use 207–9
natural resources, landscapes as 202–3
consumptive and non-consumptive uses 202
impact of human uses of 202–3
land and landscapes 202
land use, and 202
landscape as scenery 202
landscape, definition of 202, 214, 215–16
landscapes, uses of 202
sustainable and non-sustainable use of 202
values difficult to quantify 203
natural resources, wildlife as 198–202
amenity value 200
commodity value 200
consumptive and non-consumptive uses 199–200
definition of 198
human uses of 198–200
impact of human use on wildlife populations/ecosystems 200
moral value 200
multifaceted value of wildlife 200–202
option value 200
quantifying value of wildlife in monetary terms 199–201
sustainable and non-sustainable use of wildlife 200
women
gender equality 144
VGGT 153
land rights of rural women 144
World Bank 47, 453, 467
global economic cost of corruption 87
illegal timber trade 167
public participation informing work in
natural resources development 83–4
guarantees of procedural fairness 84
petroleum legislation, and 257–8
renewable energy
projects, financing for 272
SE4All Initiative 270, 272
rights of local communities, environmental
protection projects and 74
STAR initiative 96
watercourse development projects 316
World Charter for Nature 4
World Economic Forum 43
global economic cost of corruption 87
World Health Organization (WHO)
PIP Framework for Sharing Influenza
Viruses 231–4
development of virus sharing framework
231–2
industry’s direct financial participation in
strategy, requirement of 233–4
intellectual property rights 232–3
objectives 232
Standard Material Transfer Agreements
232–3
World Heritage Committee
rights of local communities 74
World Heritage Convention 74
cultural heritage, definition of 212–13, 457
cultural landscapes 456
effectiveness 456
forests 158
mining operations 337
natural heritage, definition of 212
objectives 213
UNESCO administering 456
wildlife 203, 213–14
World Heritage List 68, 69, 74, 213
World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO)
genetic resources 219, 239
protection of traditional knowledge 237–8
World Summit on Sustainable Development
corporate accountability 121
mining operations 347
multi-stakeholder partnerships, renewable
energy and 268
World Trade Organization (WTO)
Appellate Body 48
mixed precedent, providing 44–5
biofuels 295–8
dispute settlement
Disputes Settlement Body 15
Dispute Settlement Understanding 48
like products 53
non-discrimination principles 52–3
environmental protection 465
fisheries 192–4
aquaculture 195
foundations of 47
law-making by 464–5
mandate 465
natural resources and basic concepts of
WTO law 52–4
most-favored nation and national
treatment principles 52–3
prohibition of quantitative trade
restrictions 53–4
public policy exceptions 54, 58–61
natural resources disputes under other
WTO Agreements 61–4
natural resources in WTO dispute
settlement practice 54–64
China – Rare Earths 59–61
China – Raw Materials 57–9
evolutionary interpretation of GATT 56
export restrictions 57–61
import restrictions 54–7
natural resources disputes under other
WTO Agreements 61–4
Shrimp-Turtle 56–7
objective of promoting international trade
liberalization 47, 48
renewable energy 274–5
trade in natural resources, and 47–52
evolution of international trade regime
47–8
when do natural resources become
goods/products under trade law?
48–52
trade negotiations, rounds of 47–8
transparency in government procurement 97